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Introduction'

' Over the past.decade researthers:in education have become increasingly

concerned with the relationship between research and practice; This concern

recently expressed by Maxine Green, former president of the Ame7itan

Education Research Association (AERA). While noting that the AERA Foe

succeeded in conducting quality research, she conauded that it had fe _

.

to ensure productive use of that- search. "Those who are most likely to

profit from research typically have been the least likely to read it"

(March 1962).. Indeed; the association between the creation of research

knowiedgeand its application (knowledge use) has itself become the focal

point of numerous national and local studies. This paper presents a descrip-

tion of one such study, and the way that researchers and state education

agency pers"onnel have attempted to use research to "enlighten" (c. Weiss; 1979)

policy and "improve" practice in local school districts (Cuba; 1967; Guba and

Clark; 1975).

In 1981,'TDR Associates, a private, independent research organization

in Newton, Massachusetts, began a two and one-half year study of "Knowledge

Utilization and School' Improvement Through Staff Initiated Inservice-Programs".

This study was funded by a grant from the National Institute of Edbcation and

conducted under an arrangement with the Commonwealth Inserv.ice institute of

the Massachusetts Department of Education. What began as a cooperative

has evolved into a close and mutually'beneficial collaboration between two

separate and distinct organizafions, one private and one public.

More than bridging the gap between research and practice, this effort

has 4sulted in an example of mutual adjustment (Whetten, 1981); where application

of practitioners' situational 'knowledge (Chin; 1966) or social intelligence

(Westrum, 1982) has improved and informed the research process.. Because



of the importante of the issues involved: research into factors and conditions

associated with 'knowledge use in staff inservice programs; education change

and improved practice; ... e

- ,

utilization of research; and the characteristics

of this collaboration between a SEA and an-independent research organization;

this case may be of interest and value to educational researcher, policy

A
makens, facilitators, and practitioners in other locations;

The Setting

Massachusetts contains some of the oldest tiblic school systems in the'

United-States Traditionally, the financing, governance, and-control of these

systems had been in the hands of local, autonomous school com 'mittees, resulting

in a state with over 450 separate, highly diversified school systems. Recently,

the growth of state and federal regulations, demographic decline, shifts in

the economic base, and changes in the state finance structures roposition

210 have caused what might be characterized as a dramatic reorganization of

;

educational finance, regulation, and governance in the Commonwealth.

The shift has coupled with four important trends. First, declines

in student achlevemenZ stave precipitated a demand for greater accountability

from the schools and a focus on basic skills; Second' -there has been a demand

that the schools addres,s the high-technology phenomenon through new programs

irr computer literacy and the use of new educational technologies, particularly

in math and science. Third', the recession, tax-limiting legislation, and the

changing economy have 4-equired that many school districts cut back programs

and offering's to "bare bones"; At.the same time schools are being required

to serve increasingly diverse populations and respond to a complex array of

state and federal mandates and programs. Finally, as a consequence of

demographic and fiscal decline; over 4;500 public school teachers have been

laid off.in Massachusetts in the past two years; resulting in an older; more

senior teaching staff. This massive 'reduction-in-force" has taken place at
o



3
a time when evidence points to an.impending national teacher shortage,

particularly in the math and science-areas.

summary then; recent charges in education in massachusetts have

resulted in schools being required to respond to increasing demands,

accountability, and new technologies, with reduced budgets, prOgrams,;and

professional staff who are older and often teaching in areas of secondary

certification or proficiency. The impending teacher shortage may only serve

to exacerbate this problem and require that current teaching staffs acquire

more and different competencies and skills;

Professional Development 6 InserVice:. The Commonwealth Inservi-ce Insti_tute

Faced with these demands and an aging professional cohort, staff development

becomes of paramount importance for public education.

Within the

Since the essence of educational change consists of

learning new ways of thinking and doing; new skills,

knowledge; attitudes, etc., it follows that staff

development 'is one. of the most important factors

related to change in vactice.

(Fullen, 1982, p.18)

ssible range of strategies for professTonal development; staff

inservice holds a preeminent Rosition. It can be individually or organization-

all focused, has a high potential for being cost effective and relevant, and

provides -school diStrictS with a mechanism which can enhance their educational

programs, professional staff, and complement their organizational Mission.

Massachusetts; the Commonwealth inseryice institute is a state agency which

provides such a mechanism;

The CbiltiOnWealth InSeevice Institute (CII) is a unit of the Massachusetts

Department of Education which provides funding and technical assistance to

public school districts throughout the state. Mor%specifically, the Institute



provides grants and assistance fo.r staff' development programs"which are

designed by and for school staffs to improve clasaroom :teaching or,specific-

e Ucation Services in a school, department; or school district. ..The

"polity was developed 'h 1978 by a group of ta ssachusetts'M
AL-4

educato s.and concerned-citizens who) believed, based on eloeYience and

'-existing data; that stt afF development programs must involve a relatively

small group of voluntary parti/Cipants; each_of whom has a take in the .

.

inservice -program.

The Institute's designeirt ccnceived of an organization that would

break through the bureauctatic barriers of standardization, excessive rules;

requirements., and complitated procedural structures to provide public school

44,

personnel with funds and assiStante to\meet.their immediate inservice needs.

initially, it was hoped that the process would consist of "a nod and a handshake",
1

and while the entire proposal-funding cycle involves considerably more than that,

"a nod and a handslake" remains the

The initiative for developing an Institute-funded program rests with local

schodl personnel at all levels'who, as a group, have an objective and plan to

address that objective through on-site inservice education. The requests for

assistance or "proposals'.' must come from a member of that group, called a

pronram convener. Additionally, the other members of the group sign the

proposal, thus indicating their interest. The institute's guidelines suggest

that the group include:

all or most of the staff who will be directly affected

by the changes the program is designed to bring about; and

all of the staff (teachers, counselors; adthinistrators,

paraprofessional(s) whose active support is needed to

make these changes.
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Operationally, the Institute works through the six regional e,ducation

centers and is coordinated through the State Department of Education's central

ffo ;cc. In each regional center, one staff member iS in charge of institute

activities, and several others staff meMbers participate in deciding which

programs to recommend for funding. Generally, the process.of'obtaining an

Institute program is as follows--local educators, interested in receiving

Institute assistance and grants contact the Inst-itute staff member located in

their region. The staff member will discuss the program with one or mere of

the prospective conveners and other participants. Together, they will review

the Rrogram'S objectives and organizatibn. Interested educators at a local

t

school,or school districtscall the Institute staff member in their region,

discuss the program's' objectives, check to see if the Institute's requirements

are met, and determine if funds are currently available in that program area.

Finally, the Institute staff will help the local educators in completing the

brief; simple proposal.form called the Letter of Agreement;

If the proposal har-Z" reasonable education objective,every attempt will

be made by the InstitUte staff to assist local school personnel in deyeloping

*
4_

a fundable program. Staff, in regional offices,.meet monthly to review and

recommend proposals prior to sending them to the Departmentis central office .

for a fial technical review. Once recommended, a program will generally re-

ceive formal approval by the State Board of EducatiTI. during the following

month. The entire process takes approximately six weeks. Once the program
r.

has begun$ the Institute can offer a limited amount of assistance in solving

unforseen problems; Bur t basically the participants are responsible for their

own program; These programs may take'place during the regular schoof day,

with consultants and participants dbserving or team teaching or they may occur

after school, during released time, or on weekends, however, the Institute

Will not fund "one shot" progrzos. -0
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_The' Institute pays for consultants, materials; and; occasionally for

the use of a special instructional site or participawcs' travel to that

site. The institute Will not pay stipends or tuition -s, nor does it pay for

4
substitutes or meals:- Grants are relatively small, ranging from a few Wundred

6

to a few thousand dollars.

When the Institute began its operation in 1978, it had $155,000 budget

consisting entirely of categorical grants from the Federal Government (Special

Education, Occupational Education, Nutrition), and the Rockefeller Family Fund.

These were used to fund 40 inservice programs. Over the years, these funds

have been supplemented or replaced %ith Federal funds for Title IV-C, basic

skills and gifted and talented pograms, a major grant from the Carnegie

Corporation of New York.. In 1982, the Institu2e was finally included in the

State's educational budget. Its operational, budget for 1982 was $732,406

and provided grants over 470 inservice programs.

TABLE 1: The CII 1979-1982 .

1979- 198:6, 1981 1982

Operational Budget 155,000 486,079 879;384 M2,06

Grants Awarded 40, 20 357 472

Number of LEAs Served 29 166 187 218

At this point in its history; the Institute haS served over 90% of the

school districts in Massachusetts with small grants (,between $200 and$2,000)

that have supported inservice programs involving close to 30,'000 teatherS,

specialists, adminiStratOrS, parents, and paraprofessionals. In'its current

year'(the 1983 academic year), the State Board of Education is expected to

approve over 500 Institute-funded programs. While Institute grants have been

made to all types of schools; nearly twice as many programs have been funded

,

at the elementarY leVe! as have been at the secondary level.
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TABLE 2: Types of Schools Served by Cli Programs

Type of School Number

Elementa-y 991

Middle or Junior High. 92

High School -138

Regional Vocational Schools' 14

Special Schools a 43

Other 56

District-Wide and. Multi-District Programs 88

;itWiththe advent of new non-categorical funds; the scope of subject areas

addressed by CII programs has widened considel'ably. Not suprisipgly,_these
.

areas reflect current needs such a computer literacy and Alcohol education,

but unique concerns areoalso being ddressed,, such as how to make use of a

loCal Aseum that abuts the property of a small elementary;school or how to

.

. help *newly emigrated Southeast Asian parents cope with their children's

American schools.

TheTDR Study: Inservice And The Problem Of Change

Wh.ile'the Commonwealth lnservice inst tute has provided a mechanism

and a model) whereby; the issues of professional development and staff inservice

might be successfully mafched, the potential of such a union has often eluded
. -

educators, thereby contributing to the concern over-knowledge use aPd school

improvement.

-Special schools include alternative schools, day care programs, community

colleges, programs for handica)5ped, etc. Other includes collaborative

staffs, prison programs, etc. Bistricta-Wide and multi-dlstrict projects

were primarily for programs for superintendents; specialists; and parents.



..:verj, few of the efforts make any difference. Teachers

come to look upon any new proposal as almost certain to

add to their burdens and to c)ain their energies without .7

7 benefit. They want desperately to be left alone. Po' ing4

°a problem to be worked on becomes a threat, not an

opportunity.

t- (Runkel,et al., 1978; O. 18)

_

Much of the research on knowlede use in school improvement displays
ri

a research-development-diffusion model bias (Rogers, 1962; alba and Clark,

61975), as investigators have focused on outside initiated iprovemertt projects.

The impact of such projects appears to be modest and highly varied, and much

.

attention is centered on the reaction and resistance of teachers to various

interventions (Corwi, 1975; Firestone, 1980; Wolcott, 1977). Furthermore,

research has tended to examine limited aspects of- the knowledge use process;
o

.

i.e., participant characteristics and various aspects of improvement projects

or inservite workshop (Hall and Loucks, 1978; NTS, 1979). Recognizing that

'teachers and purveyors of change differ in 'orientation, valu, and style;

and realizing that .knowledge use occurs within a specific psycho-social

context--the school, the district, and the classroom--the TOR study focused

on staff initiated improvement projects; indigenous conditions and processe

of knowledge utilization in schools--"natural" change;
0

Evaluation;- of staff inservice projects consistantly reveal that some

. participants fully learn and use /apply what is taught, -where others rate the

same inservice experience. as ."a waste of time". If is'curious that such
A

variation in staff learning/use/application is typically viewed with aartl;

while parallel variation in student learning /use /applications is readily acaepted;

Conventionally, there are two general approaches to this problem. The
7S

first approa6h is to build the inservice project around staff needs. By



conducting a careful "needS assessment", it is hoped that the participants

who are selected or volunteer will be highly motivated to attend to the 0

topic of,conCern. The second approach is to structure the inservice

experience well, choose a dynamic consultant/presenter, and employ a varied

and engaging workshop process.

The central hypothesis of TDR's study is that participant needs and

engaging 'workshop processes are important, but that alone they comprise an

incomplete account of knowledge acqvisitiOn/use in staff inservice. In

addition to participant and'workghop characteristics, this resarch explores

the.role of such contextual factors'as school and district "Climate", super-

visors support, peer relations stlxlent needs, and job satisfaction in inservice

outcomes. The assumption here is that the extent of knowledge use which results

from staff inservice Is highly context specific--that its half-life over time.

depends on a compatible interaction among many school, district, participant,

and workshop characteristics.

The research combines quarkti,tative and qualitative methods and has

proceeded according to the following interactive and interdependent phases:

Phase I: a post-only questionnaire of approxiMately 80 completed

inservice projects (N = 647 participating staff and

administrators)

site visits to 14 of those 80 projects = 124 participating

staff)

-Phase II: a refined/revised research model based on analysis of

the questionnaire analysis and the c-se studies

a pre-post survey of approximately 36 new startup projects

(N = 464 pre; 365 post participating staff)

Antensive simultaneous case studies and cross-case

analyses 'Of 3 of the 36 new start up projects



Phase ill: a follow-up survey of all staff partiCipating in the

pre-post survey (365 staff representing 36 projects)

follow-up site visits to case studieF. sites and of

the 36 new start up projects

total data synthesis,and dissemination

The original approach taken (Phase L) conceptualized thp problem-of

knowledge use in staff inservice as a complex interaction among groups of

variables:. individual's concerns, needs, past experiences, and expectations

(Holzner and MarX, 1979; Hood, 1978; McClelland, 1975; Paisley, 1968) and the
v.

'school setting and inservice workshop itself (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Moos, 1976;

Walbifrg, 1979; Zaltman, 1979). These variables were organized into two sets:

Less Alterable Variables (LAVs)--staff background, staff psychological traits

_Oeeds and concerns) and school charac ristics; and More Alterable Variables

((MAVs)--school climate and workshop feat es; The data collected in Phase

were subjected to various forms of stat'stical analysis. The work

participants' rating-As were placed into the two variable sets, regressed on

and correlated with works impact. Through step wise regression, the

original model appears to have accounted for .64% of the variance in partici-

pants' ratings of workshop success and impact (see Figure 1, p. 11).

A series of site visits and follow-up interviews with participants in

selected projects indicated several areas where the Phase 'I questionnaires

and conceptual approach could be refined. Furthermore, examination of current

literature on knowledge use (Larsen, 1980; Lehming and Kane, 1981; Rich, 1981)

suggested that the conceptual framework might be revised to better derstand

the knowledge use process itself. As a result of this research, a new con-

ceptual approach and pre-post questionnaire was developed for Phase 11 of

the study (February 1982 - July 1983). This revised colic Tdalization is

illustrated in Figure 2 (0.12 )
a'

I th

4
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FIGURE 1: Cenceptual Framework (Phase I - 1981)

Les= Alterable Variables Sets

Staff Background Characteristics

Staff Psychological Traits

School CharIteristics

More Alterable-Variable Sets

School Climate.

Workshop.Featues..,

.48

.18

Workshop
Use/Impact

Path diagram of posOblejnfNences on knowledge utilization
(workshop impact). ValUeS-given equal variance expressed as
R square.

Simply stated, the new mOdet.is complex; interactive; and iterative:

It is based on the notion that individual staff function and learn in a

.complex psycho-social environment. This operative environment is shaped

by the interaction of individual; organizational; and community norms,

values and expectations around-issues of staff development and knowledge

use We have labeled this the "Social Context of Learning "..

These needs, values, experiences; and expectations are brought to the

inservice workshop, where certain factors interact to create a ning

experiende--with a potential for an information/knowledge exchange or

transfer. Depending on the mix and match of the workshop features with

participant needs; values; and expectations, the workshop will have an effect

(Inservice Rating). The actual amount of-information; etc. acquired will

vary depending on the'inservice experience and individual or organizational

needs/style Of learning and motivation. The result of this interactiori'will
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FIGURE 2: Phase II Conceptual Framework
The Knowledge Utilization Cycle In Staff Development
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result in the 'participant acquiring new or additional information,. skills;

etc. (New Knowledge) or reviewing/revitalizing previous knowledge. Important

.

to the acquisition question Will be the question of whether or not informa-

tion, skills, etc. are applied to the participants' own setting (Used).

If there is no application, it is likely that knowledge acquired may soon

lost or_faLL.i_nto some state-or disuse. y

Clearly, some appttcation is_essNtiai to 4reate substantive impact on
,__ _. _

- ,

students or staff (Impact A). However.; the inservice experience may have. a

psychological impact which creates a more subtle but important effect on the,

participants' outlook; needs, or relationships with others (Impact B). The

model hyphthe'Sizesthat knowledge utilization is a result of the.nteraction

of 611 these factors and., he changing needs and concerns reflected in the

participants' "social c text. nce acquired, knowledgmay or may not be,

used, and if used, that experie ce may or may not be successful. Therefore,

total knowledge use/impact will depend on a complex process' of learning,

doing, and feeling within a specific context, over time.

L6Stly, tle revised approach proposes that longterm effects of inservice

training (Future Use) will depend on the'extent of which the knowledge acquired

is adopted (used without modification) or adapted (modified, altered, or

adjusted to specific situations) by participants (Adapt). The adoption/

adaptation process will depend on several factors: knowledge acquisition;

application, impact (both substantive and. psychological); the levelof

organizational or professional support, and the Level of individual staff

investment in the utilization process. The process feeds back into the

"social context" through changed behaviors and attitude, future expectatiops,

and values. The model will hopefully explain how knowledge use changes over

time: Doet it bqcome absorbed into a complex repeftoire of staff practices

and behaviors? Does it fade? Does it affect change in the "social context"?



What factors accompany this process?

To complete the data collection a second follow-up questionnaire

was collected from 260 of_ the 1981-1982 (pre/post) sample in Decemb'er of

1982. This instrument repeats several of the inservice impact questions

_used in the first, post-workshop questionnaire By comparing the partjci-,

andpants' immediate n (six months) later post-workshop rmsponses, the research

hopes to ascertain the "half-life" of use/application ol te3-ehers' learnings

from their inservice experience Follow-up site visits are being conducted

in the early spring of J9-83 to further investigate the questions above. -

fromCooperation to_Catlabortion

Early in the proposal formulation wand writing process, TDR's researchers

. identified and approached, the staff of the Commonwealth Inservice Institute

to seekout,their cooperation by endorsing the research, and providing access

to teachers.andstaff inservice programs Aware of the'ph4losophy andmission

of the Institute, such an arrangement seemed ready tailored to the issues and

intentions of the proposed research. It might even be argued'thatthe very

existence of the Institute and
.

its purpose permitted TDR to conceive of*nnd

approach the knowledge use question form a perspective of its relationship to

staff initiated inservice programs Certainly, the presence of such an agency

was a great convdnience and potential resource from the researcher's point of

view.

While cooperative agreements and letters of endorsement are often

appended to research proposals Institute staff participated in the TDR

proposal development by reviewing and critiquing several drafts and evisions

of zhe final proposal. During this process members of the Institute were able

to inform the researchers of the more subtle aspects of these inservice efforts

. and improve the research process (as distinct from the methodology) by

suggesting: honorarium be paid to participants who completed the survey



instruments; that letters of request and study abstracts be sent to LEA

administrators; In_the case of providing an honorarium to:participants,

this has been viewed as partially responsible for the highivoluntarY par-

ticipation and response rate that hascharacterized.;each phase of the study.

Indeed; the use of their'good offices and in.sights,into the"real pylitics

and protocol of the schools was very helpful in providing the researchers

with access to participants and school site -cooperation during the int-tal'

months of study.
1

For their part, TDR agreed to present their research to the Commonwealth
I.

Inservice staff at regular intervals as the study progressed. Although both

Institute personnel and TDR research staff were concerned that there be a

useful exchange of ideas as a result of the study; neither had a clear idea

of What form that "exchange" would take. In fact, TDR's early presentations

of the study's design and conceptpal approach were characterized A "researchy"

and "convoluted" by the practitioner-oriented Institute staff. As one Institute

staff member put it: "If I saw one more arrow or box or circle I thought I'd

scream." Despite the good intentions; these early encounters had all the

markings of the two-communities perspective which typify researcher-practi-

tioner interactions (Caplari, 1979; Dunn, 1980; Walcott, 1977). Institute staff

later revealed that the use of such jargon and conceptual models tended to

intimidate and alienate them, with the unfortunate result that they tended to

withhold valuable insights and situational,knowledge (Chin, 1966; Westrumi 1982).

The TDR-Institute's relationship remained cordial but distant for

the first year of the study (Phase I); A presentation of the survey data apd

analysis only served to widen the culture gap between the potential users and

researchers. "Too many numbers and too much talk aboUt variance and scale
_ -

scores and levels of signifl-cancei_" complained an Institute staff member.
NAN

;
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However two vents happened during the study's first year (February 1981

'FebruaryJ982) which had an important effeWonAhts relationship and the

ensuing collaboration;

In the summer of 1981 after the Phase I .survey development and-data
6

collection) the TDkresearch Associate.Project birector resigned and was

replaced by the current Associate Project Dtrector. These two individuals

-differed in _two important ways: 1) the new person way former'colleague

and classmate of the pirector of the Institute; and 2) the neb./ person differed

from the former person irl previous experience (he had been a former teacher

and gdministrator,she had been a psychologist and academician)'and in their

view of the nature of the researcher's role. The effects of personal affilia=

tion and shared experience (Caro, 1971; Corbettp; Johnson, 1980; Patton,
ti

197d; Yin and Gwaltney, 1980 and the researcher's experience and perception

of the role of research (Caro, 1971; Dickman, 1931; Suchman, 1967; J. Weiss.

1979) on the relationship between research and knowledge use /impact'have been
,

The second event occurred as part of the research design itself. The

_Phase I follow-up site visits permitted the new Associate ProjeCt Director

.

substantial exposure to the school settings (14) and participants (over 80);

-
This enabled him to test and refine the study's original conceptual approach

and-also acquire insights and experience which enlightened him to the sit a-

tional realities and latent functions of the "staff initiated" inservice projects.

Thus, in February of 1982', at the beginning of Phase II of the study, the new -ire"

Associate Project Director made a presentation of the site=visit findings and

a revised conceptual approach. Although quantitative data were used; this

presentation was vastly different from earlier encounters.

_-

The Associate Project Director had involved and informed the Director

of the Inst4cute throughout 'the two-month Phase 1 follow:up site visits. It
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was clearly an example of surprise and sense-making for the researcher;

and while there were a few surprises for the Institute Director, the re-

searcher's experiences tended to clarify and confirm her (the Institute

Directors) perceptions and notions of how various LEAs were conducting

their programs and using the Insljt4e. They jointly prepared a presentation

for the Institute staff. It was practical; anecdotal, and psed site,visit

quotes and insights to illustrate and inform the Phase I quantitative data,

Most of all the'style and format of the presentation invited institute
s.

particjpation, comments; and inquiries.

At subsequent meetings this initial exchange blossomed into a dollabora-

tfve and highly interactive'process. Issues of relevance to Institute' staff's

concerns and perceptions were; and continue to be tested against the data;

The structure of the process and research design complement each other ant

reinforce the dissemination of research. This procesS conforms to character's.

tics of both the structure-contingent and process-contingent models of knowledge

use described by Dunn (.1980) and confirm the importance of designing research

studies to indorporate structural linkages andcontinuous feed6ack (Blamer;

1981; Dickman; 1981; Rich; 1981; Rieker, 1980);

By and large; _,,the use of the research has been to clarify and "enlighten"

insfitute\staff's knowledge of issue and factors which characterize effective

inservice (Caplan, 1979; Deshpande; 1981; C. WeiSS; 1979). 'However; trier6

has also been an "action" or policy effect to this, process (Blumer; 1981;

Cuba; 1967; Japowitz; 1972). A the-invitation of the Institute; TDR made a,

presentation of its findings and recommendations on inservice to the Massachusetts

Board of, Education: To date; several of the policy= oPijented recommendation's

have been or are being implemented by the Institute.

A
However, the most promising and extensive effort has been in the dissemi-

nation of the study findings to LEA'administrators and personnel. -During the

19



.Phase I site visits, and through a refocused survey instrument in Phase
I

the TOR research indicated that the scope and level of the administrative

involvement in these "s'taff initiated inservice programs'iwas far greater

than.formerly'thought. Furthermore, the analysis of tedata suggested that

this involvement hindered the effectiveness and impact of these programS in

certain settings. Specifically the research indicated the following:

. Administrative Involvement: over 100 respondents (almost

25% of the 1981 -1982 sample) felt that 'the inservice idea

.tame frbm their supervisor, building principal, or district

administrators. Almost 200 respondents (48%) felt that

their idm inistrator had_plated "high importance" on'the

upcoming inserri roject.

A
. ;

Inservice Experiences: when asked to rate the quality of

past inservice experiences offered by various sources,

respondents indicated that those offered:

at universities/colleges were of moderately h_i_91" quality

by the Commonwealth Institute were of moderately hi-gh quality

by their own district/administrators were of moderately

low quality

. District/Administrative-Run Inservice: Curriculum Days--

used on the initial results above, the data on staff

responses to statements concerning school/district

administration attitudes toward staff development were

examined with the following results:

"Administrators don't understand what teachers

really need/want in inservice programs": 44% agreed.

"Administrators here are unaware of teachers'

professional needs and concerns ": 38% agreed.

2



"Staff development is given high priority '1.1

my school's administrators": 50% disagreed.

"Administrators in this school make,you feel

enthusiastic about teaching": 54% disagreed.

Multiple and step-wise regression of the responses from over 800

participating teachers also indicated that the school and district

Tov

characteristics and climate accounted for a significant amount (about 36%)

of the variance in participants' ratings of their inservice, and amounts

of knowledge acquired and used; Thus the impact and influence of adminI-

strative behavior was considerable.

The TDR and Institute staff agreed that administrative involvement

was too important to overlook, and too pervasive to avoid through policy.

Therefore, it was mutually agreed thayhe TDR Associate Project Director

would present workshops and seminars for administrators throughout the slate

on "Professional Development and Effective Staff Inservice: Lessons,For

Administrators." The general purpose these'sessions was to disseminate

the research findings, but beyond that they serve to inform and enlighten

administrators to the importance of their role and behavior in shaping a

social context for professional development. This finding is'also noted by

Paul Berman in, his study of the California School Improvement Project (Berman,

1981). Here too, interventions have followed presentations, and the TDR
4

Associate Project Director has made individual presentations' to LEA'admini-

strators and staff which have promoted renewed staff dbvelopmemt programs

or the development of new policies and programs for staff inservice. In

these districts and schools the result has been to enhance staff development

efforts at the local school district. ;anda d individual schoschool: level.
..,

Throughout the development and presentation of. the dissemination seminars

for administrators and LEA directors, the Institute staffpave worked closely
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with the TDR research staff in arranging, preparing, coordinating, and

evaluating the workshops and programs. Through the process, the relearch

has taken on greater relevance and iftportance,xthe Institute has been able

to focus on important areas; assess its growth and impact, and improve its

delivery and support:system. Participating LEA staff and administrators

have °received focused; practiCal information which has enabled them to

improve a vital part of the professional development process; effective

staff inservite.

Conclusion

One factoraus't be kept 0 mind in considering this case, the research

was designed to examine factors associated with the acquisition and appli-
c

cation of knowledge through staff initiated inser/ice programs. It was not

designed to be policy researchor evaluative research focusing on the

Commonwealth Inservice Institute. The Institute was e,means, a background;

not the focal object of the study. It provided a common structure and a

tconvenientmechanismfromwhich, to recruit subjects for the research. Con-

versely,,t4e Institute ard its staff were only one ofseveral interested

groups who reviewed and advised the research. While additional questions

and lssUeS of interest to the Institute have been added to survey instruments

and the interviewer protocols; the basic thrust and focus of the research

remains unchanged;

Several factors characterize the collaborative relationship wh,idOlas

developed between the Institute and tiie research organization. These might

be summarized as:

: expectations of mutual benefit arising from the relationship

the developMent of a + common or shared peripective

mutual respect for the problems, purposes, and politics each

organization must-deal with
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. the personalities and nature of the relationship between

key actors in the process (personal affiliation)

the presence of an effective, pre-existing Ketwork which

can provide linkages fdr,research 'dissemination

0

commitment to realistic, 'practical application of research

to "enlighten" as well as improve practice

structural characteristiCS of the research desi9n and process

4 ,

which promote communication, feedback, and cooperation

Each of the above factors was important in this case. The relationship has

grown and developed over two years. It began formally and cautiously and

had its highs and lows. Ultimately it has evolved into an informal; open-

ended collaboration in which all parties have profited. Though still ongoing;
0

this collaborative effort has already yielded benefits which have far exceeded

the expectations of researchers; Institute staff, and practitioners alike.
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